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Outline

• Introductory remarks on CPIs and considerations on potential uses of alternative data 

sources and data science techniques for CPI production.

• Case studies and discussion on the use of web data and web scraping for CPIs

• Exploration of potential use of administrative records of transacted data.

• Conclusions

• Brief comments on the UN big data Hub for Latin America and Caribe.



Why big data for price statistics?

Technological advancements and commerce practices have provided the appearence of rich alternative

data sources such as administrative records, web and scanner data.

Availability of such alternative data sources or/and new techniques open the door for many possibilities to

improve the production of price statistics:

• Optimization of collection via use of automatic data acquisition in a more controlled and less prone to

human errors manner. 

• Incorporation of more elements to the CPI basket: more products and sectors.

• Derivation of more granular and timely indicators: at geographical levels, higher time frequencies.

• Use of more robust index formulations.

• Derivation of more timely and refined CPI weights and consumer patterns.

• Expansion of use to other fields, national and regional PPPs, other price statistics like PPI and

construction indicators.

The potential use depends on the source characteristics and structure available. 

Use may require changes or implementation of many processes in a data pipeline as well as changes in 

the CPI structure to integrate new data sources.



Core procedures and data integration

Preparation

Acquisition

Classification

Filtering

Index 
calculations

Integration 
requirements 



Illustration of integration issues

Bias may rise if

# prices quoted online  >> # prices offline



Illustration of integration issues

Need to add new layer.

More refined weights

data necessary



More concretely: CPIs at IBGE

HBS

HBS: income and expenditures

from households Classification system

Areas covered by different

CPIs of the SNIPC.

Taxonomy of the system of indicators



Web data for prices
Product characteristics: 

description, code;

Product’s price

Other metadata:

View from another angle:

data within the html page.



Example use of web scraping for airfares

Technique used for the CPI and later also used for the ICP program.

Can save effort of collection of up to a hundred thousand prices a month.

Collection automation: Here focus is use of web scraping
as a new technique to acquire the data.

Key issues for constructing a 

comparative series:

Compare the results with the

traditional approach;

Evaluate the stability of the scrapers.

Approach aims to emulate the procedures of a human
collector inserting the travel parameters in the website, 
extracting the results and inserting the data in the CPI 
system.



Example use for ride sharing services



Webscraping + Dashboard: new and used cars

Marketplace platforms for car

advertisements can offer a good tool to

support the calculation of indices for 

new and used cars.  

Offers according selected car models 

and geographical locations.

However, important methodological

differences might appear from

traditional approach: frequency of

collection, difference of sources..

Implementation can take longer

times.

Idea here is while such studies are 

being made, try to use the data to

assist the current processes.

Then the use of a dashboard to

assist the control of the data 

collected and provide further

information for the analysts.



Webscraping + Dashboard: new and used cars
• Metrics useful for quality control of the data collected

File size variation along time
• Number of different areas collected over time

Number of municipalities covered for an area along

time. 

Geographical distribution of observations according each state

and municipality for a given day.



Webscraping + Dashboard: new and used cars
• Results for a given new car model in São Paulo

Sample Evolution in the area x average

sample across areas

Monthly average prices: full panel vs 5 lowest prices Monthly price relatives: Full panel vs 5 lowest prices

Daily average prices: full panel vs 5 lowest prices



Webscraping + Dashboard: new and used cars

Comparing series for new cars: black (published), red (full month web), green (5 lowest

web) 
Published and web indices agree

reasonably but some more prominent

differences can be observed at different

periods, or for different areas or

methods.

Understanding if the difference is due

the sources coverage (new cars prices

are collected in brick and mortar stores), 

methods etc is an important point before

putting this into production and require 

some time to evaluate as a comparative

time series need to be constructed.

Meanwhile, the existing results can

support the current analysis processes 

and also the collection for used cars

which already make use of web 

advertisements.

São Paulo

Minas Gerais



Webscraping + Dashboard: new and used cars

• Microdata can be inspected and exported for support of the manual collection process if

necessary.



Expansion not so straightforward

• We are also studying the use of web scraping for other sectors such as hotels, car rents, 

electronics and household appliances. Other candidates could include holiday packages, books, 

bus tickets, rents and condos.

• Different issues may rise for diferent sectors and expansion may not be so straighforward. 

• Important points that should be considered for expansion:

i) Stability and maintenance of the scrapers. Challenge for scalability and implementation in production. 

Fallout plan is mandatory.

ii) Geographical breakdown might not be possible for sectors such as clothing, food and beverages and

electronics. (Via the traditional approach a big retail chain might have several stores that are visited, 

via online only one price per product might be available for the whole chain). 

iii) To make further use of the data a bulk approach might need to be implemented. However, a bulk 

approch usually requires changes in the weighting structure, and is more demanding in IT resources. 

Lack of weights for products can also lead to bias.

iv) Difference in representativity of ecommerce and actual purchase practices of consumers. Need to

check if online indices series are representative of the series derived via traditional methods.  



Comparison of market coverage CPI basket and
ecommerce

CPI (IPCA) weights (jan 2020): Food, Transportation, 

housing and health cover almost 70% of the basket.

Anual increase of e-commerce sales for 

products from 2016 – 2022.

Percentage of e-commerce coverage by sector in 2022 

(products only).

Distribution of e-commerce sales by categories 2016 

– 2022.



Scanner data

Scanner data

Data that rose with the advent of barcodes for 

purposes of stock control and analysis by

retailers.

It allows a detailed control of products sold and

stocks: what was sold, when, amount, turnover 

etc.



Peculiarity of Brazil: e-receipts

A typical visualization of this same data from the

“web app” of the fiscal agencies.

Currently, over 40 billion e-receipts valid in the

data base and more than 2.3 million “stores” 

observed in the last month. 

Initial problem: access.



Smells like scanner data and tastes like it … although it is an administrative 
record.

Structure of some of the variables found.

Comparison with typical variables found in a scanner dataset.

Proof of concept: inspection of main variables available via web scraping scanned receipts.



Potential use for Houlsehold budget surveys

From the very detailed granular data different expenditure information can be

obtained.

Example of expenditures obtained at different levels: 

By GTIN:

By store
Combination of GTIN and store

Use of this kind of household scanner data could be very useful for surveys like the

household budget survey to derive detailed and precise data on consumer purchases.



Potential use for Houlsehold budget surveys

Adding geographical coordinates, we

can map consumption patterns

geographical distribution.

Retailers addresses also available.



Finding the needle in the haystack: classification issues

NCM = Mercosul Classification System, MCN in english.

Description Qtd Unit Turnover Code_In NCM GTIN CNPJ (ret_Id) date time purchase_key

maca gala 1.2 KG 11.98 100103 8081000NA 5940345000149 05/05/2022 19:58:06 3,32205E+43

ESC DENT BASIC 

MACIA 1.0 UN 4.45 715670 96032100NA 33438250054763 01/05/2022 16:22:15 3,32205E+43

DES REXONA ST 48 ME 

CL 1.0 UN 21.49 277436 33072090NA 33438250054763 01/05/2022 16:22:15 3,32205E+43

BISC AMAN PRINC 400G 2.0 UN 25.28 9878161 19053100NA 47508411243300 24/04/2022 20:28:35 3,32204E+43

SALAMINHO TP HAMB 

HA 1.0 UN 10.99 1064161 16010000 8421395037341 47508411243300 24/04/2022 20:28:35 3,32204E+43

SACOLA VERDE 48X55 1.0 UN 0.11 7636387 39232190NA 47508411243300 24/04/2022 20:28:35 3,32204E+43

AZEITE OLIV TUNI EXT 3.0 UN 77.97 150118 15092000 736532812902 31487473009498 22/04/2022 19:45:14 3,32204E+43

ACHOCOLATADO 

TODDY 4 1.0 UN 9.79 117660 18069000 7894321711263 31487473009498 22/04/2022 19:45:14 3,32204E+43

LEITE ZERO LACTOSE 

N 1.0 UN 7.98 121856 4012010 7898215157410 31487473009498 22/04/2022 19:45:14 3,32204E+43

PAO FRANCES JC kg 0.355 kg 6.35 152971 19059090 96881 31487473009498 22/04/2022 19:45:14 3,32204E+43

BROINHA MILHO C 

CANE 0.355 kg 17.71 152925 19059090NA 31487473009498 22/04/2022 19:45:14 3,32204E+43

ARROZ PARBOLIZADO 

IN 1.0 UN 6.98 112216 10062020 7893500018483 31487473009498 22/04/2022 19:45:14 3,32204E+43

NCM taxonomy: This is extremely valuable to reduce the complexity of the classification task.

For some cases, the mapping is “straightforward”.



Example of use cases

Distribution of expenditures of products within a given NCM

Useful to derive market shares of products.



Example of use cases

Distribution of expenditures according stores for a given NCM

Useful to derive sample of most relevant

retailers for a given sector and its 

respective weight in the market.



Another case study: use for prices indices calculation 

Preview of the variables extracted for gasoline from e-receipts for public purchases. 

After some filters: 1328 different gas stations have at least one price in the panel from oct/2021-

may/2023.

Prices range signals that this should

be a good proxy for prices paid by

families.

However quantities should not be

applicable.



Another case study: use for prices indices calculation 

Experimental índices for some areas:



Another case study: use for prices indices calculation 

Experimental índices for some areas:

Areas currently not covered in 

the CPIs



Conclusions

We have inspected the potential and limitations for the use of different alternative data 

sources for the compilation of price statistics at IBGE. The case studies can reveal some of

the potential and challenges associated with the use of such data sources.

Illustration of use of web scraping can reveal that this is a versatile and powerful tool for 

different applications. However, caution should be taken for its implementation in production

according the sector and application aimed. Requirements for data integration, possible

differences in market coverage and sites changes that can block the data collection as well

as IT infrastructure should be taken care.

Exploratory studies developed via use of “scanner-like” data contained in the fiscal e-

receipts shows that data has potential for use as household scanner-like with potential use 

for HBS surveys. 

Looking at the other side of the coin, stores-like scanner data contained in the data set can

be used to derive prices índices with information on prices and quantities transacted.

Access to scanner data sets is still an issue, but exploration of these prelimiary data sets 

might help to develop a route for such use. 



UN big data hub in Brazil



Working program



Contribution relating price statistics

First courses given by the Hub:

Instructors: Vladimir Miranda, Lincoln Silva, 

Jacek Bialek.

Assistance: Plinio Santos.

Topics covered theoretical and practical aspects

about the use of alternative data sources for 

calculation of prices indices.

Applications and exercises via use of two R 

softwares for data preparation and calculation of

índices for alternative data sources.

Classes videos available online

Day 1 (scraper for static sites via rvest)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_uk_D8HInk

Day 2 (Use of rSelenium for airfares)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAZHlufvwEQ

Day 3 (Project discussion and importante remarks

on the use of web data)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1Px9IbMj6w

Instructors Lincoln Silva, Plinio Santos 

Assistance of Vladimir Miranda.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_uk_D8HInk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAZHlufvwEQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1Px9IbMj6w
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Thank you for your attention!

vladimir.miranda@ibge.gov.br
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